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Abstract

In the field of augmented reality (AR), geometric and photometric
registration is routinely achieved in real time. However, real-time
geometric registration often leads to misalignment (e.g., jitter and
drift) due to the error from camera pose estimation. Due to lim-
ited resources on mobile devices, it is also difficult to implement
state-of-the-art techniques for photometric registration on mobile
AR systems. In order to solve these problems, we developed a
mobile AR system in a significantly different way from conven-
tional systems. In this system, captured omnidirectional images
and virtual objects are registered geometrically and photometrically
in an offline rendering process. The appropriate part of the pre-
rendered omnidirectional AR image is shown to a user through a
mobile device with online registration between the real world and
the pre-captured image. In order to investigate the validity of our
new framework for mobile AR, we conducted experiments using
the prototype system on a real site in Todai-ji Temple, a famous
world cultural heritage site in Japan.
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1 Introduction
Augmented reality (AR) using mobile devices (e.g., smartphones
and tablet) can be used for applications such as the visualization
of lost buildings at cultural heritage sites [Zoellner et al. 2009]. In
order to realize highly immersive AR, it is necessary to achieve ge-
ometric registration, defined as the geometric alignment between
real world and virtual objects, and photometric registration, that
is, the consistency in appearance including lighting and shadow-
ing. In most AR applications, geometric and photometric regis-
tration should be done in real time. Basically, geometric registra-
tion is achieved by estimating the pose (position and orientation)
of the cameras used for virtual object superimposition. [Azuma
1997] [Tenmoku et al. 2004] [Hollerer et al. 1999] employed meth-
ods for sensor-based camera pose estimation using the GPS, com-
pass, gyroscope, and accelerometer on the mobile device, and
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Figure 1: Mobile AR using pre-generated images. (C) is super-
imposed on (B) in the offline process. Misalignment is expected
to occur between (A) and (B). However, we argue that it has little
influence on user experience.

[Klein and Murray 2009] [Ventura and Hollerer 2012] [Taketomi
et al. 2011] proposed vision-based methods using captured images.
However, as shown in Figure 1, these real-time methods often lead
to misalignment (e.g., jitter and drift) between the captured image
(B) and the virtual object (C) due to the error in camera pose estima-
tion that could detract from the immersion and naturalness of AR.
On the other hand, photometric registration needs to estimate the
light source from the captured image (B) and render the virtual ob-
ject (C) using the light source. Due to limited resources on mobile
devices, it is difficult to apply state-of-the-art techniques [Gruber
et al. 2012] [Kán and Kaufmann 2012] [Lensing and Broll 2012] to
photometric registration on mobile AR systems.

We propose a significantly different approach compared to conven-
tional registration techniques. In the proposed approach, the cap-
tured image (B) and the virtual object (C) are registered geometri-
cally and photometrically with high quality, even though misalign-
ment occurs between the real world (A) and the captured image (B).
That is, real scenes are captured beforehand, and the pre-captured
image (B) and the virtual object (C) are registered geometrically
and photometrically in an offline rendering process. The appropri-
ate part of the pre-rendered AR image is presented to a user through
a mobile device based on pose information acquired from the mo-
bile device in real time.

Unlike conventional system using images captured in real time for
(B), the proposed system achieves

• geometric registration without any perceptible misalignment be-
tween the captured images (B) and the virtual objects (C) and

• high-quality photometric registration by offline rendering for
virtual objects

with low computational cost on the mobile device. Although geo-
metric and photometric misalignments between the real world (A)
and the captured image (B) are larger than conventional systems,
we expect that the impact of the misalignments between (A) and (B)
are much smaller than that of (B) and (C) in actual user experience.
This is because users are used to accommodating for such mis-



alignment through ordinary mobile AR or traditional digital pho-
tographic interfaces that arise from the misalignment between the
center of the device’s camera and the human eye. To investigate the
effects of this misalignment on users, we conducted experiments at
a real site in Todai-ji Temple (hereafter, Todaiji), a famous world
cultural heritage site in Japan, using a prototype system based on
the proposed framework.

2 Mobile AR Using Pre-captured Omnidirec-
tional Images

Unlike conventional mobile AR, where all registration processes
are done in real time, our proposed method is divided into online
and offline processes. In the offline process, images are captured
by an omnidirectional camera at several fixed points and the virtual
object is rendered with high quality in the offline process using real-
world lighting. In the online process, the system shows the user
perspective images generated from the omnidirectional AR image
based on the estimated pose of the mobile device.

2.1 Offline Process: Capturing Omnidirectional Im-
ages and Generating Pre-rendered Images

In the offline process, virtual objects are superimposed onto omni-
directional images captured at fixed locations. First, the position
and orientation of the fixed camera should be estimated, e.g., by us-
ing visual landmarks in the captured image. In order to achieve
high-quality photometric registration between the virtual objects
and pre-captured images, the virtual objects are rendered by image-
based lighting (IBL) [Debevec 1998] using light maps estimated
from the pre-captured image. It should be noted that the follow-
ing two problems arise if we simply use a captured raw image (see
Figure 2) for the light map and the background image:

1. The luminance is inaccurate for IBL light maps due to the
limited dynamic range of the camera.

2. The locations of moving objects (e.g., person’s figure) in the
pre-captured image are different from the real world in real
time. It could make users feel uncomfortable.

To solve the first problem, we employed the method in [Okura et al.
2012] for generating omnidirectional high dynamic range (HDR)
images from multiple omnidirectional images captured with multi-
ple exposure values of the camera. To solve the second problem,
moving objects are removed from omnidirectional images. Mov-
ing objects are simply removed by using the time-series median of
pixel values on the omnidirectional image sequences captured at
fixed points [Arai et al. 2010]. The remaining objects after median
filtering are removed by image inpainting [Kawai et al. 2009]. An
example of an omnidirectional HDR image after moving object re-
moval is shown in Figure 3.

The virtual objects are then superimposed on the pre-captured im-
ages after the moving objects have been removed. Here, IBL, a
time-consuming but high-quality rendering method, uses the pre-
captured omnidirectional HDR images to add photorealistic light-
ing and shadowing effects to the virtual objects. Note that the pro-
posed framework is not restricted to specific methods for the offline
rendering and that the rendered images can be manually edited. Fi-
nally, tone mapping [Reinhard et al. 2002], a luminance compres-
sion process for HDR images, generates the final omnidirectional
images, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2: Image captured by omnidirectional camera.

Figure 3: Omnidirectional HDR image where person’s figure have
been removed. (Tone mapped by [Reinhard et al. 2002])

Figure 4: Omnidirectional image augmented by IBL and manual
post-editing.

2.2 Online Process: Presenting AR Images to a User
through a Mobile Device

In the online process, the position and orientation of the mobile de-
vice are acquired by attached sensors: GPS, compass, gyroscope,
and accelerometer. The pre-captured point closest to the position
of the device is selected. Then the appropriate part of the pre-
rendered omnidirectional AR image is converted to a perspective
image based on the device orientation and presented to the user
through the mobile display.

3 Application for Virtual History Experience

We developed an application based on the proposed framework for
a virtual history experience at the site in Todaiji, and conducted ex-
periments with the application and the public. In these experiments,
computer graphics (CG) contents consisting of ancient architecture
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Figure 5: Content presented by the application in the Hall of the
Great Buddha.

and heirloom quality statues lost to history 1 were superimposed in
the offline process on the omnidirectional images.

3.1 Application Interface

The application for the virtual history experience has two functions.
One is a navigation function that shows the map of the Hall of the
Great Buddha (see center of Figure 5) and the position of a user.
When the user reaches one of the pre-captured points, the system
switches to AR mode, and the user can see the AR contents through
the display.

3.2 Contents Presented by the Application in the Hall
of the Great Buddha

In the application for the virtual history experience, different con-
tent was prepared for five locations (see Figure 5). Details of each
scene are described below.

1. The Hall of the Great Buddha at the time of foundation: The
Hall of the Great Buddha in the Tempyo Period, said to be larger
than the present one, is superimposed on the position of the present
hall.
2. The scenery with a virtually reconstructed east tower: A
miniature model of Todaiji at the time of foundation is exhibited in
the Hall of the Great Buddha. The CG model of the east tower 2 is
superimposed on the scene of its ruins.
3. Encounter with the Great Buddha: Although there are various
opinions on the ancient appearance of the Great Buddha, in this
application, the Great Buddha in the scene is covered with gold, as
illustrated in an ancient picture scroll.
4. Renben and Rengezo Sekai: The Renben is a decoration of
the pedestal of the Great Buddha. In the current era, only a replica
exists. In the application, the replica glows gold with its detailed
textures.

1This content was created by a team at the Graduate School of Media
Design, Keio University.

2This content was created with reference to the miniature model with
architectural validation by Yumiko Fukuda, Hiroshima Institute of Tech-
nology, and patina expression technology validation by Takeaki Nakajima,
Hiroshima City University.

5. Rengezo Sekai and the Great Buddha: The Great Buddha and
its pedestal are superimposed with decorations based on historical
sources.

4 Public Experiments Using the Prototype
System

4.1 Overview of Experiments

We investigated the usefulness of the application based on the pro-
posed framework for virtual history experiences. The application
was implemented on our prototype system that consisted of an
iPad2, iPad (4th generation), and iPad mini (Apple Inc.), all run-
ning iOS6. Ladybug3 (Point Grey Research Inc.), an omnidirec-
tional multi-camera unit, was used to capture the omnidirectional
images. While the omnidirectional images had been captured on
a fine day, the public experiments were carried out under a cloudy
sky. In order to enhance the user experiences of the application,
some sound effects were added. The pre-rendered images were gen-
erated by commercially available rendering software, 3ds Max and
Maya (Autodesk, Inc.), as well as by manual post-editing. Partic-
ipants browsed the AR images within two or three meters of the
captured point of the omnidirectional image. Forty-six members of
the public, whose ages are summarized in Table 1, answered ques-
tions after experiencing the application.

We asked the participants the following four questions by question-
naire.

Q1) Was this application useful for understanding the ancient
Great Buddha and other historical objects?

Q2) Did you worry about the geometric misalignment between the
CG and the scenes displayed in the device?

Q3) Did you worry about the geometric misalignment between the
scenes in the display and the scene you saw with your eyes?

Q4) Did you worry about the difference of color between the
scenes in the display and the scene you saw with your eyes?

Q1 evaluated the usefulness of the application. The participants
chose one of five degrees of usefulness. Q2 evaluated the quality of
registration between (B) and (C) in Figure 1. Q3 and Q4 are ques-
tions about registration the between (A) and (B). The participants
chose one of five degrees of naturalness for Q2 to Q4.

4.2 Result and Discussion

Figure 6 shows the results for Q1. About 90 % of the participants
answered “very useful” or “useful” for Q1. This result indicates
that the proposed system, a mobile AR system using pre-captured
omnidirectional images, was useful with respect to experiencing
history.

Figure 7 shows the results of the questionnaire for Q2 to Q4. Fo-
cusing on geometric registration, over 70 % of the participants an-
swered “very natural” or “natural” for Q2, concerning the align-
ment between the virtual objects and the pre-captured images, as
well as Q3, concerning the alignment between the pre-captured im-
age and the real world. This result indicates that most of the partic-
ipants did not perceive the geometric misalignment of the proposed
system when there was small discrepancy (i.e., within two or three
meters) between the camera position of the pre-captured image and
the mobile device. In our experimental situation, the photometric

Table 1: Age composition of participants

Age 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-
Number of people 5 4 6 12 12 7
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Figure 6: Stacked bar graph of the degree of usefulness. (Q1)
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Figure 7: Stacked bar graph of the degree of naturalness. (Q2-Q4)

misalignment between the real world and the pre-captured image
was more noticeable according to the results of Q4. About 40 % of
the participants gave an “unnatural” or “very unnatural” assessment
for Q4. Thus, photometric registration is essential for giving a more
natural experience within our framework.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper described a novel framework for mobile augmented re-
ality. The framework is divided into two steps. First, the captured
omnidirectional image and the virtual object are registered geomet-
rically and photometrically in an offline rendering process. Next,
the appropriate part of the pre-rendered omnidirectional AR image
is presented to the user through a mobile device based on its orien-
tation. The results of a questionnaire for given to participants in an
experiment in Todaiji demonstrated that the proposed system was
useful for experiencing history. Through the public experiment,
we strongly believe that our framework could greatly benefit actual
AR applications because of its stability and robustness. However,
we also confirmed that the photometric misalignment between the
real world and the captured images looked unnatural to users. In
future work, we will improve the quality of the photometric regis-
tration between the real world and the captured images by updating
the pre-captured images depending on various factors such as the
weather and time.
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